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Abstract-In thii paper, a necessqv and sufficient condition ls proved for the existence of phya- 
ically realizable subordllated solution of a nonlinear time series model with Gaussian reeiduala. 
Explicit formulae are given for the transfer functicns, autocovariance function, and spectral density 
function. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Time series analysis has been well developed within the framework of linear models (see [1,2]). 
However, in recent times, it turns out that there are many environments in which the resulting 
data sets cannot be modelled as linear models. Wegman et al. [3] provide several examples in 
the areas of meteorology, biology, economics, and physics, which are clearly nonlinear. Four main 
classes of nonlinear models were introduced to describe the nonlinear phenomena. The bilinear 
models were first intraduced by control theorists (see [4]) and were studied by Granger and 
Andersen [5] and Subba Rae and Gabr [6] in the time series analysis. The treshold autoregressive 
models were developed by Tong [7]. The random coefficient autoregressive models due to Andel 
(see [8]) were studied in [9]. Finally, the exponential autoregressive models were introduced by 
Haggan and Ozaki [lo]. A general overview on classes of nonlinear time series models can be 
found in Tong’s book [ll]. 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the following nonlinear time series model: 
P 
a+1 = aozt + c aj+t + w+1, t E z, 
j=l 
where {Wt, t E Z} is a Gaussian white noise. This model is a random coefficient autoregressive 
model, where the random coefficient is a polynomial of the innovation and it can be considered 
the generalization of the simple scalar bilinear model (see [12]). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, definitions and auxiliary theorems related 
to Wiener-It6 representation and stochastic integrals are presented. Having defined the above 
nonlinear time series model, a necessary and sufficient condition is proved for the existence 
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of subordinated physically realizable solution of our nonlinear model in Section 3. Finally, in 
Section 4 we prove that the second-order properties of our nonlinear models agree with an AR(l) 
process. 
2. THE WIENER-IT0 REPRESENTATION 
Let W = {tot, t E Z} be a Gaussian white noise, i.e., a sequence of independent identically 
distributed Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance 02. Moreover, let the spectral 
representation of W be 
Wt = 
J 
eitw!.D_l (dw), t E z, 
T 
where ‘I = [-r, K[ and !X? is a Gaussian orthogonal stochastic measure with E!2D (dw) = 0 and 
EI?zD (dw)12 = F(dw) = (c9/27r) dw. 
Consider the real Hilbert space W = L2(T, B(T), F) of the complex square integrable functions f 
for which f(-w) = f( w ) f or all w E (-z,z). We introduce the real Hilbert spaces W, = Ill-, 
the n-fold tensor product of W and fiir, = Ill @‘“, the n-fold symmetrized tensor product of W, 
n=1,2,..., defined in the following way: fn E I-& if and only if fn : ‘P + @ such that 
(i) fn(-WI,. . . , -wn) = fn(wi,. . . ,wn) for all wi E (-7r,7r), i = 1,. . . ,n; 
(ii) 
llfnl12 = J,.. lfTZ(WJ2~(~n) < 007 
wherew,,=(wi,..., w,) and F (dw,) = l-I:., F (dwi); 
(iii) fn E Eli, c W, if and only if fn is invariant under permutations of their arguments, i.e, 
f&n) =Symft-&J: = f c f?&7rl,...,W~J, 
nenI, 
where III, denotes the group of all permutations of the set {1,2,. . . , n). 
The inner product in Ill, is defined by 
and by technical reasons it is convenient to introduce in l& the new inner product 
(fn,gn)o = nl(fn,gn)8, fn,gn E I-&. 
We set We = l&ie := W. The Fock space over W is the direct sum of Hilbert spaces l&, n E N, 
S(W) = &ln. 
n=O 
Let L2(W) be the real Hilbert space of L2-functionals of W, i.e., the Hilbert space of o(W) 
measurable square integrable random variables with inner product (c,~) = &q. Then the 
Wiener-It6 representation provides an isometric isomorphism between the Hilbert space L2(W) 
and the Fock space S(W). The isometric isomorphism can be given by the following expansion: 
where f,, E lb,, n E El, are uniquely determined and the integrals are the so-called n-fold Wiener- 
It6 stochastic integrals with respect to the Gaussian stochastic measure 22?. (See [13, Theorem 
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6.6.41.) We note that the Wiener-It6 stochastic integral is also defined for all f,, E W, and the 
integral of fn and Sym fn are the same. 
Consider the mappings U,, t E Z, defined on polynomials of W by 
W(Wl, * *. 9 w,) = E’(wl+t,. . * , Wt,+t), 
where P is a polynomial of n variables and t, tl, . . . , t, E Z. Then, it is well known that l_Jt 
can be extended uniquely to a unitary transform.ation over the whole L2(W). Ut is called the 
shift (in time) transformation of the Gaussian white noise W. A stochastic process {zt, t E Z} 
is said to be subordinated with respect to W if lEz$ < 00 and Utx, = zt+s for all t, s E Z. 
Since {Ut, t E Z} is a group, the subordination implies the weak stationarity. A subordinated 
stochastic process {zt, t E Z} has the Wiener-It6 representation 
xt =fo+gy 
n=l 
Tn fn(wdeit CwnfZD (b& 
where C w,-, = C;=‘=, wi and (fo,fl,. . .I E S(W) is uniquely determined. (See [14, Theorem 
4.31.) A subordinated stochastic process {xt, t E Z} is said to be physically realizable if xt is 
u{wB, s I t} measurable for all t E Z. We shall refer to function fc, fi, . . . as transfer functions 
of the process {xt, t E Z}. 
In the sequel we shall apply two important theorems related to Wiener-It6 stochastic integrals: 
U’s formula and the diagram formula. Ito’s formula states that 
where &,... , $k is an orthonormal SyStem in w, 721,. . . , nk are poSitive integers (no = o), n = 
121 + * ’ * + nk and Hj denotes the jth Hermite polynomial with leading coefficient 1. (See [14, 
Theorem 4.21.) By the diagram formula we can express the product of Wiener-M integrals as 
the sum of other Wiener-It6 integrals: if fn E W,, and f E W, then 
+ f’ / /- fn(Wn)f(Wk)F t&k)=? (dw+), 
k=; T"-' T 
where dw,,k = dwi . . .duk-lduk+l . . .a&. (See 114, P roposition 5.11.) Applying Ito’s formula, it 
easy to see that a subordinated stochastic process is physically realizable iff the Fourier coefficients 
with nonnegative indices of its transfer functions are only nonzero, i.e., 
fn(wn) = c ji(k,)ei(“n+‘n), 
&IO 
where k, = (ICI,..., kn) E Zn is multi-index and 
j&J = J,. fn(u,)e-i(kn*wn)F (b). 
3. THE NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
FOR STATIONARITY 
Consider the nonlinear time series model 
P 
a+1 = aoxt + c q&t + w+1, t E z, 
j-1 
(1) 
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where {wt, t E 15) is a Gaussian white noise and as, 01 , . . . , cr, E R. It is convenient to express 
this model in the form 
Zt+1 = P(W)Q + w+1r t E z, (2) 
where P(Z) = CTEoaj~j, which is a first-order autoregressive model with random coefficient 
P(w,). In the sequel it is useful to expand P(z) in a Fourier-Hermite power series in z, i.e., 
P(Z) = f: bjHj(%), .% E w, 
j=O 
whereb,bl,..., bp E W are uniquely determined by ao, al, . . . , ap. 
Our main theorem on weak stationary solution of (1) is the following. 
THEOREM 1. The nonlinear time series model (1) has subordinated physically realizable solution 
if and only if 
P c b?(p < 1. 3 
j-0 
Moreover, the solution is unique in the mean square sense, and the transfer functions of this 
unique solution can be given by symmetrization of the following functions de&x-l recursively by 
fo = (1 - bo)-‘bIg2, 
f&) = (e’” - bo)-’ (blfo + b. + 2a2b2) + I, 
fm(um) = (eicwm - bo)-’ 
’ gbfm-j(wm-j) + h-1 + (m + l)a2b,+l , ??I= 2 
j-1 
?...,P_l, (4) 
fp(wp) = (eiCWp - $>-l 
( 
ebj.fp-j(up-j) + bp-1 , 
j-l ) 
fn(wn) = (eicw” - bo)-’ kbjfn_j(wn_j), n > p. 
j=l 
Before the proof, we make some simple remarks. Consider the stochastic process {yt, t E Z) 
defined by yt = xt - wt, t E Z. Then, it fulfills the model 
Yt+1 = P(W)Yt + P(W)W, t E z. (5) 
Hence the model (1) has subordinated physically realizable solution if and only if the model (4) 
has, and then yt is independent of wt. 
Introduce the functions g,,, n = 0, 1, . . . defined by 
91(w) = (e’” - bo)-' (blfo + bo + 2a2bz), 
S&n) = f&n), n# 1, 
and the stochastic process {yt, t E 23) defined by 
Yt=i70+~/~gn(w.)e”~u91J(dun), t E z. 
n=l 
(6) 
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Since 
k=O 
if lb,-,1 < 1, the Fourier coefficients of the functions gn, n 2 1, are zero for nonnegative indices, 
i.e., {yt , t E 25) is physically realizable if it, is well defined. 
We need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. 
b% Qn-i, %%A &a-j)@ = 
{ 
a29 * II sym,-j %a-j II& 
o 
3 
for i,j = l,..., min{n,p}, where Sym, denotes the symmetrization 
g:Tk-+@(kIn), then 
ifi = j, 
ifi # j, 
in n arguments, i.e., if 
&%g)(w1,... ,wn> = ; c S(W?rl,. . ,w$Q). 
. nEll, 
PROOF. Since the Fourier coefficients of the function g n, n 2 1, are zero for nonnegative indices, 
Sym, g,,_i and Sym, gn-j are orthogonal in @, if i # j. Let, i = j. Then 
J I(%% Sn-j)(%>12F t(fGa) T” 
1 =- 
n. 1 CJ nErIn T” 
gn-j(wn-j)Sn-j(Wfl,. . . ,G,_,)F (O!wn) 
$j j! 
=-_ 
n. 
1 
CJ 
TElSn-j 
T”_j gn-j(“+j)Sn-j(4rl 9. a. YW~,_~)F (&m-j) 
= u2jj!(n - j)! 
n! J 
T”_~ I(W%-j S,-j)tW,-j)12 F (dw,-j), 
i.e., 
I( SP,gn-jll& = 02jj!ll %%-j %a-jll& 
LEMMA 3. Consider the homogeneous difference equation 
m 
z, = c &L--i&-i, n > m, (7) 
i-1 
with nonnegative constant coefficients XI,. . . , A,, A, # 0 and initial conditions 21,. . . , Z, 1 0. 
Zl,***, Z~ is said to be cyclic w.r.t. the difference equation (7) if zi+l = Xq, i = 1,. . . , m - 1, 
where X is a root of the polynomial Q(z) = .P - & &Psi. Then 
(a) CE1 Xi < 1 implies CrZ1 Z, < 00, 
(b) ifzl,..., z,,, axe not cyclic w.r.t. the difference equation (71, then ~~ZI z,, < 00 implies 
CZl xi < 1. 
PROOF. Let 
& ( i &-m+l , n=m,m+l,..., A= 
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Then the homogeneous difference equation (7) can be written in the form 
xn = ha*__l, n=m+l,n+2,.... 
First we prove that the in8nite series cF=, xn converges in Wm if r(h) < 1, where r(A) denotes 
the spectral radius of A, i.e., the greatest eigenvalue of A in modulus; and conversely if ~1,. , . , z,,, 
are not cyclic w.r.t. the difference equation (7), then C” nrm z,, < oo implies r(A) < 1. The first 
part of this statement is evident: it follows from the definition of spectral radius. In order to 
prove the second part, i.e., CF=, z, < 00 implies r(A) < 1, let x = Cr=, z~. Then 
x = An+‘% + 2 A&z,,,. (8) 
k-0 
Since A is a nonnegative matrix and xm 2 0, where by the symbol 2 we denote an order in Rm 
definedbya>b,a,bEWiffai-biZO,i=l,..., m, Xn > 0 for all n > m and z > 0. By (8) 
n 
c Akzm 5 L, 
k-0 
for all n E N because A”+‘% 2 0. Therefore 
zA8 (cAkzm) = fizAk+8zm 5 (n+ 1)z 
= = = I 
Since zr,..., .z~ are not cyclic w.r.t. the difference equation (7), the vectors 
zm, AZ,,,, . . . , Am-‘zrn 
are independent in Rm. Therefore the infinite series 
Sv=gA’v 
k=O 
converges for all v E Rm, i.e., the matrix S = Crzo Ak is well defined. Since 
00 
c 
k=O 
-&A&V 5 2 Akv = Sv, 
ki=O 
for all v 2 0, where /.L > 1, x:=0 ~1 -(k+l)Ak is a convergent infinite series and it defines an 
m x m matrix. Therefore the matrix pI - A is invertible if ~1 p 1, i.e., there is no eigenvalue 
of A on the half line {X, X 2 1). By the Frobenius-Perron theorem the nonnegative matrix A 
has a nonnegative eigenvalue, which is the greatest in modulus. Therefore all eigenvalues of A 
are inside the unit circle. 
The assertions (a) and (b) follow from the following implications: 
r(A) < 1 w {z, Q(z) = 0) c {z E @, lzl < 1) M &c < 1, 
i=l 
where the last equivalence can be found in [15, Exercise 16, 17 (I. Section 3)]. 
PROOF OF TI-IE~REM 1. First we prove that the process 
xt = f0 + 2 S, fn(%)eitCwn~(dw,), t E z, 
n=l 
o-9 
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is a physically realizable subordinated solution of (1) if the condition (3) is satisfied, where fn, 
n=O,l,..., are defined by formulae (4). By remarks made after Theorem 1 it is enough to prove 
that (ge,gi, . . . , Symg,, . . .) E S(W) and th e s oc ss ic process {yt, t E Z} defined by (6) is a t h t 
physically realizable subordinated solution of the model (5). In order to prove that (go, gl,. . . , 
Symh,...) Etw)I consider the equality 
IISy%illlll~=JTn (e’C---a,)-lf:b,Sym,g,-j(w,_j) 2F(dw,) 
= 2 2 $+“‘bjbj, i’e -i(k-k’) CWn Sym, gn_j (Wn_j) 
k,k’=O j,j’=l 
x sPn $7n-j'(%z-jt)F (dun) 
=~~b~kb~llSPn!h-jJI~ 
k=O j=l 
= (1 _ @)-lk b; u2’(~,~ ‘)! 11 Sym,_j &a-j II;, 
j=l 
for all n > p, where we used Lemma 2 and integrated by substitution. Therefore 
11 Sym, gnll& = (1 - bi)-’ & b;02j’ll Sym,-j %a-jII& 
j=l 
for all n > p, i.e., the sequence II Sym, gnll& n > p, fulfills the difference equation (7) with m = p 
and xj = (I- $.$)-lb?&W 3 ,J-- ,..., p.Since . - 1 
P 
c biu2j! < 1 -----*. k(l - bg)-i+zj’ < 1, 
j=O j=l 
it follows from Lemma 3 that CFCo 11 Sym, gnll& converges, i.e., (go, 91,. . . , Symg,, . . .) E S(W). 
It remains to prove that the stochastic process {yt, t E Z} is a solution of the model (5). By 
It& and the diagram formula and the independence of UJ~ and yt, we have 
and by It&s and the diagram formula, also, 
P(WtbJt = f: bj 
j=l (/ eit C wj+lZl (&I~+~) + jo2 Tj+, J ‘p-1 eit C +ltE? (&j_l)) 
+ bo J eitwB7 (CL). T 
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Therefore 
P(W)Yt + P(wt)wt = a2b1 +4so +pgJ (ebjgn_j(wn_j) 
n=l T” 5x0 
+ b,_1+ (n + l)a2b,+1 
1 
e’“CVJ(dw,) 
+ TP 
J( 
~b,g,_j(W,_j) + bps1 e”tCvzT(dwp) 
j-0 ) 
+%-$ bjg*-j(Wn-j)eitCW"~(dw,) n=p+l . 
= 90 + nil J,n g~(w,)ei(t+l)Cw~~(dw,) = gt+l. 
Conversely, assume that the model (1) has a physically realizable subordinated solution {zt, t E 
Z}. Then the model (5) has such kind of solution {yt, t E Z}, too, and {pt , t E Z} has Wlener- 
It6 representation defined by (6). Using Ito’s and the diagram formula, we have the following 
recursive formulae for symmetrized transfer functions g,,, n E W: 
go = bog0 + a2h, 
91 b>e” = bog1(w) + blf0 + bo + 202b2, 
g,(u,)eiCW- = 2 a, Sym,g,-j(%-j) + h-1+ (m + 1)~2ba+l, 
j=O 
m = 2,. . . ,p - 1, 
g&*)e iCwp = ebj SYmpgp-j(Wp-j) + b*-19 
j=O 
gn(w,)eiCWm = f: bj SY~, gn-j (wn-j> 9 n > p. 
j=O 
Therefore 
j=O 
by the similar argument to Lemma 2. Prom (10) it can be seen that 4 # 1. We have the following 
homogeneous difference equation for the sequence ~~gn~~&, n > p: 
It ls easy to verify that 1lg~ll&. . . , llgPll& are not cyclic. Applying Lemma 3 we have that 
&l - b;)-‘bj202j’ < 1, 
j=l 
i.e., the condition (3) is satisfied. 
Finally to prove the uniqueness of the solution in the mean square, sssume that there exists an- 
other physically realizable subordinated solution {zt, t E Z} of the model (1). Put the stochastic 
process {yi, t E Z} defined by vi = xi - wt, t E Z. Then, 
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and P(w,) is independent of yi - yt. Hence 
WY:+1 - Yt+d2 = ~p2(w)E(y; - y,)2 = 2 bju2j’E(y; - y*y. 
j=O 
CT=, bja2j’ < 1 because the model (1) has solution, therefore lE(yi -~t)~ = 0 by weak stationarity 
of yi - yt, i.e., the solution of (1) is unique in the mean square sense. 
REMARK 4. Theorem 1 is a generalization of several well-known theorems for stationarity of 
bilinear models (see [16,17]) and it can be interpreted in the following way: the nonlinear time 
series model (1) has a physically realizable subordinated solution if and only if the second-order 
moment of the random coefficient P(utt) is less than 1. 
4. THE AUTOCOVARIANCE AND 
SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION 
In the following theorem, explicit formulae are given for the autocovariance function R and the 
spectral density function cp of the process (Q, t E Z}. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that the nonlinear time series model (1) has a physically realizable subor- 
dinated solution {zt, t E Z}. Then, 
R(s) = Cov(q, zt+#) = CA 
i’ 
s # 0, 
where C is a constant depending on the parameters ao,. . . ,aP,02, and the spectral density 
function up to an additive constant 
dw> = 
C 
241 - boe-“w12’ 
PROOF. Since 
00 
R(s) = Cov(zt, zt+s) = c n! 
J 
I Sym, fn(wd12eis~Wn~(dw,), 
n=l T” 
the theorem follows from the equation 
s ISym,fn(wn)12e"CW-~(dwn) = 2 f: bt+k’bjbjl J ei(k’-k-s) &, T” k,k’=O j,j’=l T” 
’ ‘Y&Z fn-j(Wn-j)Sp, fn-j)(Wn_jl)m (f,$&) 
00 P 
= 
cc 
b2k+s b;a2j’ 
0 
k=O j=l 
n! II @X-j fn-j I& 
= (1 - bi)-‘b: 2 ?!I SP,-j fn-jII&, 
j=l 
and from the convergence of the infinite series Cr=, II Sym, fnll&. 
REMARK 6. Since the autocovariance and spectral density function of the stochastic process 
{Q, t E Z} agree with the one of the AR(l) process (see [18, pp. 91,123]), we can not discriminate 
the nonlinear time series model (1) from an AR( 1) process on the basis of second-order properties. 
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